LOADERS AND
FOREST TRAILERS
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Technology changes,
		quality remains
Junkkari Oy is a Finnish supplier of agricultural and forestry
machines. The company designs, markets and manufactures
machines for seeding, transportation and forestry.

Content

Junkkari is based in Southern Ostrobothnia, in the Ylihärmä
area at Kauhava. The company is part of MSK Group Oy.
Junkkari’s sister companies include MSK Cabins Oy,
MSK Plast Oy and Juncar Oy.
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production process. However, human skill is still at the heart
of modern technology.
The properties of the Junkkari products have been developed
according to the users’ wishes. The basic versions of our product families satisfy the needs of smaller farms, and the advanced, automated models meet the requirements of larger
farms. The various mechanical functions of the better-equipped versions are controlled from the cab with electrical or
hydraulic controllers. Many innovative solutions proposed by
Junkkari will increase user comfort in a unique way.
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P3151

outreach 5,1 m
Lifting moment 31 kNm

•

The P3151 is the smallest loader in our collection. Its outreach is 5.1 m, its

The standard equipment includes a 0.2 m²
grapple and an FR 7 rotator.

lifting moment 31 kNm and its slewing torque is 8 kNm. This means that based
on its outreach, it is powerful and allows for lifting surprisingly heavy loads.

•

The loader has a 3-point attachment, which is why it can be easily mounted on

•

The hoses are equipped with protective
spirals.
The slewing machine includes an invertible
gear wheel and a sturdy rack.

3-point linkage. For mounting on trailers, we recommend the P7 trailer.
•

The diameter of the boom joint pins is 35
or 40 mm.

•

The gear wheel, the rack and the pins are
made of tempered steel.

kg

800

610

405

m

3

4

5,1

The slewing device of the loaders in the P31 and
P41 series includes an invertible gear wheel. The
4

gear wheel, the rack and the pins are made of
tempered steel.

P3162

outreach 6,2 m
Lifting moment 31 kNm

•

The P3162 is for a popular size category. Its outreach is 6.2 m, its lifting mo-

The standard equipment includes a 0.2 m²
grapple and an FR 7 rotator.

ment 31 kNm and its slewing torque is 8 kNm. A hydraulic boom extension
adds to its outreach.

•

The loader has a 3-point attachment, which is why it can be easily mounted on

•

The hoses are equipped with protective
spirals.
The slewing machine includes an invertible
gear wheel and a sturdy rack.

3-poin linkage . For mounting on trailers, we recommend the P9 trailer.
•

The diameter of the boom joint pins is 35
or 40 mm.

•

The gear wheel, the rack and the pins are
made of tempered steel.

kg

800

600

475

370

350

m

3

4

5

6

6,2
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•

The boom extension is made of special

•

Optim 650 MC steel.

The boom extensions are supported by cast glide
pads vertically and laterally.

P4169

outreach 6,9 m
Lifting moment 41 kNm

The P4169 is a genuinely universal loader. Its outreach is 6.9 m, its lifting moment

•

The hoses are equipped with protective
spirals.

41 kNm and its slewing torque is 8 kNm. The loader equipped with a hydraulic
boom extension (1.65 m) and a wide-angle joint has plenty of versatile properties,

•

which allows it to be easily mounted on 3-poin linkage. For mounting on trailers,

The slewing machine includes an invertible gear wheel and a sturdy rack.

which is why it is our most popular model. The loader has a 3-point attachment,
•

The diameter of the boom joint pins is
40 mm.

we recommend the P9 or P10 trailers.
•

The gear wheel, the rack and the pins
are made of tempered steel.

kg

920

730

570

480

400

m

3

4

5

6

6,9

•

The boom extension is made of special

•

Optim 650 MC steel.

The internal extension cylinder guarantees a
compact and shielded structure for the boom
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extensions of the P4169 and P4569 loaders.

P4180

outreach 8,0 m
Lifting moment 41 kNm

The P4180 model provides a cost-effective loader with an extensive outreach. Its

•

outreach is 8.0 m, its lifting moment 41 kNm and its slewing torque is 8 kNm. The
loader is equipped with a hydraulic boom extension (2.9 m) and a wide-angle joint.

grapple and an FR 7 rotator.
•

However, it must be considered that despite its extensive outreach, the loader is
not suitable for heavy lifting due to its limited lifting moment and slewing torque.

The hoses are equipped with protective
spirals.

•

The loader has a 3-point attachment, which is why it can be mounted on 3-point
linkage . For mounting on trailers,we mainly recommend the P10 trailer.

The standard equipment includes a 0.2 m²

The slewing machine includes an invertible
gear wheel and a sturdy rack.

•

The diameter of the boom joint pins is 40
mm.

•

The gear wheel, the rack and the pins are
made of tempered steel.

kg

850

660

490

440

350

280

m

3

4

5

6

7

8

•

The boom extension is made of special

•

Optim 650 MC steel.

Thanks to its 3-point attachment, the loader can
be attached to a trailer drawbar or a tractor’s
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3-point linkage.

P4569
outreach 6,9 m
Lifting moment 45 kNm

The P4569 is a strong universal loader. Its outreach is 6.9 m, its lifting moment 45
kNm and its slewing torque is 12 kNm. The loader, equipped with a hydraulic boom
extension (1.65 m) and a wide-angle joint, is powerful enough for moving heavy
loads. The loader has a flange attachment. We recommend that it be attached to
the Patruuna 10 trailer with a separate column and flap-down support legs. The
loader can also be equipped with telescopic support legs with a 3-point fitting. In
that case, it can be attached to 3-poin linkage or to trailers with a separate drawbar mounting.

kg

1150

860

680

580

480

m

3

4

5

6

6,9

•

The standard equipment includes a 0.2 m²
grapple and an FR 10 rotator.

•

The hoses are equipped with protective spirals.

•

The loader has an oil bath head turning gear
and contains four swinging cylinders.

•

The diameter of the boom joint pins is 40 mm.

•

The gear wheel, the rack and the pins are made
of tempered steel.

•

The boom extension is made of special

•

Optim 650 MC steel.

A sturdy four-cylinder oil bath slewing device with
a 12 kNm slewing torque.
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P4580
outreach 8,0 m
Lifting moment 45 kNm

The P4580 is a strong universal loader with an extensive outreach. Its outreach
is 8.0 m, its lifting moment 45 kNm and its slewing torque is 12 kNm. The loader,
equipped with a hydraulic boom extension (2.9 m) and a wide-angle joint, has
the features for small-scale piecework. The loader has a flange attachment. We
recommend that it be attached to the P10 or P12 trailers with a separate column
and flap-down support legs. The loader can also be equipped with telescopic
support legs with a 3-point fitting. In that case, it can be attached to 3-point
linkage or to trailers with a separate drawbar mounting.

•

The standard equipment includes a 0.2 m²
grapple and an FR 10 rotator.

•

All hoses are equipped with protective
spirals.

•

The loader has an oil bath head turning
gear and contains four swinging cylinders.

•

The diameter of all boom pins is 40 mm.

•

The gear wheel, the rack and the joint pins
are made of tempered steel.

kg

1060

795

615

525

425

350

m

3

4

5

6

7

8

•

The boom extension is made of special

•

Optim 650 MC steel.

A compact double extension provides the loader
9

with an extensive outreach.

P5771

outreach 7,1 m
Lifting moment 57 kNm

The P5771 is a heavy-duty single extension model that has provided excellent re-

•

A cast oil bath slewing housing.

sults in various loader tests. Its outreach is 7.1 m, its lifting moment 57 kNm and its

•

The standard equipment includes a 0.2 m²

slewing torque is 16 kNm. The loader, equipped with a hydraulic boom extension

grapple and an FR 10 rotator (accessory: a

(1.7 m) and a wide-angle joint, has the features for larger-scale piecework. The loa-

0.25 m² grapple).

der has a flange attachment. It is attached to a column on a trailer drawbar and is

•

All hoses are equipped with protective spirals.

equipped with flap-down support legs.

•

The head turning gear is equipped with four
swinging cylinders.

•

In the loader structure, particular attention
has been paid to the resistance of the booms;
the diameter of the joint pins range between
40 and 70 mm.

kg

1400

m

3

1050

840

700

600

4

5

6

7

A ball-bearing cast-iron four-cylinder slewing
housing lays a strong foundation for piecework
10

loaders.

P5785

outreach 8,5 m
Lifting moment 57 kNm

The P5785 is a heavy-duty double extension model. Its outreach is 8.5 m, its lifting

•

A cast oil bath centre housing.

•

The standard equipment includes a 0.2 m²
grapple and an FR 10 rotator (accessory: a

moment 57 kNm and its slewing torque is 16 kNm. The loader, equipped with a
hydraulic boom extension (3.4 m) and a wide-angle joint, has enough power and
outreach for larger-scale piecework. The loader has a flange attachment. It is
attached to a column on a trailer drawbar and is equipped with flap-down support
legs.

0.25 m² grapple).
•

All hoses are equipped with protective
spirals.

•

The slewing device is equipped with four
swinging cylinders.

•

In the loader structure, particular attention
has been paid to the resistance of the booms;
the diameter of the joint pins range between
40 and 70 mm.

•

The boom extension is made of special Optim 650 MC steel.

kg

1370

950

740

600

500

m

3

4

5

6

7

425 400
8

8,5

The hoses of the far-reaching double extension
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are protected inside the slide.

P7

A P31 series loader can be used in combination with the P7 trailer, and it is ideally
suited for relatively light forestry. Thanks to its flexibility, it is a good choice for
work such as thinning. In addition to its size, the P7 differs from the larger models because it has a fixed front screen and bolsters as well as a single cylinder
ball-bearing drawbar steering. The standard equipment of the trailer includes an
attachment device for a Patruuna loader with a 3-point attachment.

The standard equipment of the trailer also includes
single cylinder drawbar steering and fixed drawbar
12

mounting. In this case, older Patruuna 3-point
loader models can be mounted on the trailer.

P9

The P9 and e.g. the P4169 loader are an excellent ombination of forestry machines for versatile use. The capacity of the model P9 trailer is 9,000 kg. Its standard
equipment includes removable bolsters (2 pcs) and a front screen, a ball-bearing
drawbar steering joint and a sturdy single beam body (160x160x8 mm). Thanks to
its robust single beam structure, the trailer’s bolsters and bogie position are easily
adaptable. Furthermore, it is highly resistant to torsion and contains no welding
seams that are susceptible to stress.
The trailer has powerful two-cylinder drawbar steering, which is particularly useful
on mountainside terrain. The standard equipment of the trailer includes 400/6015,5 ELS tractor pattern tyres with valve protection and reinforced rims.
The P7 and P9 trailers are equipped with a sturdy
removable bogie with 80 mm axles.
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P10

The sturdiness and the versatile attachment elements of the P10 make it suitable
for installing even the largest Junkkari loaders on this trailer. Combining the forest
trailer 10 with a 45 or 57 series loader will result in a heavy-duty piecework machine for forestry work that requires plenty of productivity. A hydraulic friction roll
drive can also be installed on the P10 trailer.
The capacity of the trailer is 10,000 kg. Its standard equipment includes removable bolsters and front screen, a ball-bearing drawbar steering joint and a sturdy
single beam body (200x200x10 mm). Thanks to its robust single beam structure,
the trailer’s bolsters and bogie position are easily adaptable. Furthermore, the
sturdy single beam is highly resistant to torsion and contains no welding seams
that are susceptible to stress. The trailer also has a powerful two-cylinder drawbar
steering, which is particularly useful on mountainside terrain.
Thanks to the single beam body, the bolsters are
14

easy to move.

P12

The sturdiness and the versatile attachment elements of the P12 make it suitable
for installing even the largest Junkkari loaders on this trailer. Combining the forest
trailer P12 with a P45 or P57 series loader will result in a heavy-duty piecework
machine for forestry work that requires plenty of productivity. A hydraulic friction
roll drive can also be installed on the model P12 trailer.
The forest trailer’s standard equipment includes removable bolsters (4 pcs) and
front screen, extension pillars (8 pcs) a ball-bearing drawbar steering joint and
a sturdy single beam body (200x200x10 mm). Thanks to its robust single beam
structure, the trailer’s bolsters and bogie position are easily adaptable. Furthermore, it is highly resistant to torsion and contains no welding seams that are
susceptible to stress. In addition, the trailer is equipped with powerful twocylinder
drawbar steering. This is particularly useful on mountainside terrain.

The sturdy single beam body and bogie structure
of the P10 and P12 are resistant to the stress of

15

larger loaders.

Valves

Mechanical 2 lever control

Ergo control

ON/OFF control

In the basic valve system, the exten-

In the mechanical valve system, the

Mechanical valves where the extension

sion, the grapple and the support legs

loader operations are controlled with

and the grapple are controlled ele-

are controlled with independent control

three-function ERGO levers. The

ctronically. Separate levers are used

levers.

extension and the grapple are used by

to control the support legs. Floating

modifying the position of the wrist, and

positions standard.

separate levers are used to control the
support legs.

Hydraulic pilot control

Electronic pilot control

Hydraulically/electronically pilot cont-

High-quality Danfoss PVG32 valves with Extended Profi 1 handles provide 6 pro-

rolled valves. Hydraulic pilot control is

portional functionalities. Also available as a load sensing model (the LS line).

used for lifting, turning, grapple turning
and folding. The grapple, the extension
and potential support legs are controlled with electronic on/off valves. Since
the valves are installed in the loader
body, only the pilot control handles take
up cab space.
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Equipment
Loader

The CD (Comfort Drive)
double damper
Used for the suspension of both lifting
and turning motions. This is how the
loader stress is reduced to less than

Hydraulic winch

Stabilizers

The remote controlled winch is availab-

The telescopic lower link locks prevent

le for all Junkkari Patruuna loader mo-

lateral swinging when the 3-point loa-

dels. The tractive force is 1,400 kg, and

der is attached directlyto a tractor.

the cable dimensions are 40 m/8 mm.

50% compared to loaders without suspension.

A 3-point attachment and
telescopic support legs for a
loader with a flange attachment
enable the attachment of the 4569 and

Brake shackle

Feed or manure grapple

The brake shackle is suitable for loader

Extra pins that can be attached to

models with FR10 rotators and prevents

the 0.20 m² grapple.

the excessive lateral swinging of the
grapple.

4580 models directly to the tractor
3-point linkage.

Log grapple 0.20 m²

Log grapple 0.25 m²

Universal grapple

Volume 0.20 m²

Volume 0.27 m²

Ideally suited for lifting rocks,

Weight 90 kg

Weight 110 kg

bales etc.

Max. opening 1,100 mm

Max. opening 1,260 mm

Weight 135 kg
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Max. opening 1,268 mm

Equipment
trailers

Drawbar mounting

Column and support legs,
P45 series

Column and support legs,
P57 series

Used for attaching the 4569 and 4580

Used for attaching the P5771 and P5785

loaders with a flange attachment to the

loaders with a flange attachment to the

trailer drawbar.

trailer drawbar.

Light kit

Body extension

Pin and front screen support

An additional bunk is required for the

Body beam extension, length: 100 cm.

A support to be used between thefront

attachment of the kit. Cables for lights

The bolster and pins are not included.

screen and the front pins.

Tool box

Additional bolster and pins

Extension pin

A spacious box for the transportation of

An additional bolster with a bolt

Extension pins may be used to increase

tools etc.

attachment can be easily moved in a

the loading space.

Used for fitting loaders with a 3-point
attachment on the trailer drawbar. Also
enables older Patruuna models to be
attached.

are also available as an option.

different position on the trailer body.
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Equipment

Operator place for the
drawbar

Four wheel drive with a tractor Four wheel drive with an on/
connection
off connection

A loader control surface for the trailer

A friction roll drive where the drive is

The on/off connection enables a serial

drawbar.

connected and the direction is changed

connection of the cart with a loader

electronically with a dedicated control.

valve.

Hydraulic brakes

Air brakes

Hydraulic equipment

2 or 4 wheel hydraulic brakes are

Two circuit 4 wheel air brakes with

The pump is attached to the tractor’s

available for all trailer models.

pressure adjustment are available for all

PTO shaft. Output 75 l/min, 540 rpm

trailer models.

and container volume 95 l. The output
is sufficient for the use of the loader
and the drive. An on/off version must be
selected for the four wheel drive.

Platform plates
An option for the Patruuna 10 trailer.
Plates render the trailer more versatile
and make items such as twigs easier to
transport in the trailer.
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Junkkari
technical specifications
loaders
Outreach
Lifting moment, gross
Lifting moment, net
Slewing torque
Swinging cylinders
Slewing angle
Grapple
Rotator
Operating pressure
Recommended oil output
Extension

m
kNm
kNm
kNm
pcs
*
m2
bar
l/min
pcs

P3151
5,1
31
25
8
2
360
0,2
Fr7
175
30-60

P3162
6,2
31
24
8
2
360
0,2
Fr7
175
30-60
1

P4169
6,9
41
30
8
2
360
0,2
Fr7
175
30-80
1

P4180
8
41
26
8
2
360
0,2
Fr7
175
30-80
2

P4569
6,9
45
34
12
4
380
0,2
Fr10
180
45-80
1

P4580
8
45
31
12
4
380
0,2
Fr10
180
45-80
2

P5771
7,1
57
42
16
4
380
0,2
Fr10
180
45-80
1

P5785
8,5
57
39
16
4
380
0,2
Fr10
180
45-80
2

Lifting power without the grapple
4m

kg

610

600

730

660

860

795

1050

950

Lifting power without the grapple
6m

kg

405/5,1m

370

480

440

580

525

700

600

kg

720

750

850

900

940

980

1050

1150

Weight
forest trailers
Capacity
Dead weight
Loading space
Loading space length
Total length
Track gauge
Total width
Number of bolsters
Swinging cylinders
Tractive force
Drawing speed 40-80l/min
Ground clearance
Body beam
Tyres

kg
kg
m2
mm
mm
mm
mm
pcs
pcs
pcs

P7
7500
950
2
3480
5560
1700
2160
2
1

510
150*150*6
11.5/80-15,3
400/60-15,5

P9

9000
1300
2
3520
5560
1700
2160
3
2

510
160*160*6

10000
1800/2100
2,3
4000
6280
1850
2250-2450
3
2
1700
2,5-5
550-600
200*200*10

400/60-15,5
520/50-17
400/55-22,5

400/60-15,5
520/50-17
400/55-22,5

P10

©Junkkari Oy 2014. We reserve the right to make changes without prior notice.

Manufacturing

Junkkari Oy, FI-62375 Ylihärmä, Finland
Tel. +358 10 480 2200
Fax +358 10 480 2295
junkkari@msk.fi
www.junkkari.fi
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Sales

12000
2300/2700
2,3
4000
6280
1900
2300-2580
4
2
1800
2,5-5
600-650
200*200*10
520/50-17
500/60-22,5
600/50-22,5

P12

